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In her analysis of Marge Piercy’s twelve novels, pubIn some cases, the attempt to link all of Piercy’s novlished between 1969 and 1994, Shands suggests that all els thematically is a stretch. Also, Shands’ analysis would
twelve are thematically related.
have been stronger if she had relied more on her own
reading of the texts and less on the author’s interpretaThe novels explore what Shands describes as the bat- tion and commentary by other critics.
tle between patriarchal impulses of separation and hierarchy and the matriarchal impulse of healing and conStill, this book will enhance the reader’s understandnectedness. Shands argues that Piercy’s work, taken as ing of Piercy and her place among contemporary women
a whole, offers a “vision of a maternal principle as a po- writers.
tential savior of humankind and our world.”
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